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The fine lunar surfacematerial at the Surveyor 3 landing site has about 3 X 108-dyne/cm
2
cohesion,35ø angle of internal friction, 3 X 105-dyne/cm
' static bearing capacity.A small rock
withstood a local pressure of 2 X 107 dynes/cm-ø.Soil strength and density increase significantly at depths of a few centimeters.Exposed surface has a considerablyhigher albedo than
the material just below it. The photometric function changedwhen the surfacewas slightly
compressed.
Fine surfacematerial appearsto be graduallymovingdownslope.
eral other methods were also used to derive the

Data returned by Surveyor 3 during and
after landing on the lunar surfaceprovidedsig-

mechanical properties of the lunar soil: analnificant additional information about the moon.
yses and simulationsof the landing dynamics,
Of particular interest are the results on me- analysesof the soil mechanicssurfacesampler
chanical properties of the lunar surface and (SMSS) experiment, and slopesof small natthe comparisonsof terrain and microfeatures ural craters. All methods considered,the folinside and outsidea crater, made possibleby lowing ranges of soil properties seem to be
compatible with the observationsand to repobservationsfrom Surveyors I and 3.
This paper outlinesthe major scientificfind- resent the differencesin techniquesof analysis
ingsderivedfrom Surveyor3 data and is based and, possibly,variation in the lunar soil propon information obtained by varied methods, eretiesfrom placeto place:
which are described in more detail in the fol-

1. Cohesionrange, 1.5 X 108 to 7 X 10•
dynes/cm'.
2. Angle of internal friction range, 35ø to

lowing papers.
MECHANICAL

PROPERTIES OF
LUNAR SURFACE MATERIAL

40 ø.

3. Static bearing capacity range, 2 X 10•

During the Surveyor 3 landing events the
footpadsformed cratersand made imprints on

to 5 X 105dynes/cm'.

the lunar surface. Associatedwith the footpad
craters were patterns of ejected material, indicative of the direction of spacecraftmotion.
The craters, imprints, and ejecta have been
used in analysesof lunar soil properties.Sev-

Note that staticbearingcapacityincreases
with
bearing size.

The SMSS picked up a clod, or aggregate
of lunar soil grains,that was crushedwhen the
scoop door was closedand a rock fragment
'that was not crushed. It
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is estimated that

a

pressureof approximately2 X 10• dynes/cm
•
was applied to the rock when the scoopwas
closed. The rock did not break under this stress.
Lunar soil was observed to remain in the

SMSS scoopwith the door fully open until it
was jarred free by the SMSS motions or impact. It is possible that the soil adhered to

the scoop [Scott and Roberson,1968], or it
may be that moldable, slightly cohesivesoil

adapteditself to the insideshapeof the scoop
and was jammedin placeby a trenchingoperation, without adhesion[Gault et al., 1968].
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Vibrations of the spacecraftafter the third
touchdownhave been analyzedto give an indication of the elastic shear or rigidity modulus
of the surface soil [Christensenet al., 1968].
MACROSCOPICFEATURES OF LOCAL TERRAIN

Surveyor3 landed in a subduedcrater that
had a low rounded rim. The crater is slightly
more than 200 meters in diameter and about

15 meters deep. The spacecraftis situated on
the inner east wall of the crater, about halfway

ular and a few have the form of sharp narrow

wedges.Two prominentstrewnfieldsof blocky
debris were observed around two craters, 13
and 15 meters across,at the Surveyor3 site.
One of these craters has a sharp raised rim
and the other a more subdued rounded rim.

Fragments close to the spacecraft have a
peculiargrainy, knobby, or pitted texture. Some
fragments, notably pieces associatedwith a
strewn field of blocks to the northeast of the

spacecraft,have smooth, nearly planar, faces,
as though they were broken along pre-existing joints or fractures.Somelarge blocks,most
west. The selenographiccoordinatesof the of which are tabular in form, appear to be
landed spacecraftare 2.94øS latitude, 23.34øW laminated or to contain planes of weakness
longituderelativeto selenodetic
controladopted parallel to the long dimensionsof the blocks.
Most of the fragmentsat the surfaceof the
by the Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center.
Surveyor 3 landing site are evidently part of
The small craters observed in the Surveyor a layer of particulate material of low cohesion.
3 picturesrangein diameterfrom about 10 cm The layer is at least 1 meter thick along the
to more than 20 meters. Most craters smaller
upper parts of the wall of the main crater in
than 3 meters in diameter are relatively shallow which Surveyor 3 landed and may be much
and are nearly rimlessor have very subdued thicker near the center of the crater. The
rims. Approximately25% of the craters that presence of coarse blocky ejecta from superrange from 3 to about 13 meters in diameter posed craters on the northeast rim and high
have distinctly raised rims and relatively steep on the southwest wall indicates that coarser
walls. The other craters in this size range have fragments or more coherent material is pressubdued forms. The rims of most craters are
ent at depths of a few meters on or near the
composed of materials similar in texture to rim of the main crater. No strewn fields of
parts of the surfacebetweenthe craters. Most blocks or blocky crater rims are found near
craters have a normal cup shape, with walls the bottom of the main crater. This may indiand floors concave upward. One prominent cate that the base of the relatively fine-grained
crater more than 20 meters across, located debris layer is deeper than any of the craters
near the center of the main crater, is dimple- present there.
shaped, however. Most of the craters appear
Lunar surfacebrightnesstemperaturessensed
to be irregularlyor nearly randomlydistributed by Surveyor3 during the lunar day correspond
over the rim, walls, and bottom of the main to a thermal parameter 7 greater than 400 in
crater, but some of the very shallow rimless cgsunits; this value is in agreementwith earthcratersare alignedapproximatelyin the north- baseddata. Also during the day, lunar surface
south direction. The size/frequency distribu- directional thermal emission was sensed and
tion of the craters at the Surveyor 3 landing later found to be consistent with earth-based
site is very similar to the mean distribution data. Temperature measurementstaken during
observed on the lunar plains by Rangers 7 eclipse permit a more accurate determination
through 9.
of the thermal parameter and indicate a value
Bright piecesof fragmental debris are scat- of approximately 400; this value is not in
tered irregularly over most of the visible parts agreementwith the value of 1420 obtained by
of the lunar surface. Most of the observed
earth-basedeclipsemeasurementsfor the landfragments are relatively angular, but some ing .site region. The Surveyor 3 temperature
well-roundedfragments,which generallyappear data lag the earth-basedmeasurementsduring
to be deeply buried in the lunar surface, are the eclipse.
also present. Generally, the fragments are
The average radar crosssectionof the moon,
equant in shape, but some are distinctly tab- as measured from the earth, closely approxi-

between the center of the crater and the rim
crest. It is inclined 14.7 ø ñ 0.1 ø toward the
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mates the valuesmeasuredby Surveyor radars
over small areas (250-meter radius).
CHARACTERISTICSOF LOCAL MICROSTRUCTURE

From the strain gage data, it is concluded
[Christensenet al., 1968] that the undisturbed
lunar surfacedensity to a depth of 0.5 cm is
not greater than about 1.2 g/cm8 and that the
material to this depth compressedduring the
impact to a densityof 1.7 to 1.8 g/cm8. Analysis of both SMSS and the touchdownmeasurements,from a soil mechanicsviewpoint,led
to a density estimate of about 1.5 g/cm• for
the top few centimetersof lunar soil [Scott
and Roberson, 1968]. In penetrationsto this
depth it was observedthat the material appearedto be relativelyincompressible.
It would
appearthat the two computedrangesof density can be reconciled
if a lunar soil profileof
increasingdensity is postulated. The increase
must be fairly rapid to explain the observations, with a densityof I g/cm• or lessin the
top few millimeters, increasingto about 1.5
g//cm• by a depth of a few centimetersand to
an asymptotic value of perhaps 1.8 to 2.0
g/cm• at a depthof perhaps5 to 10 cm, based
on limiting lower-porosityconsiderationsand
an assumed solid component density of 3
g/cm8. The corresponding
porosity range is
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diameter were noted. The observed cumulative

frequencywas an exponentialfunction of particle diameter,the exponentbeing about -2.5.
Laboratory tests suggestthat some fine particles were probably missed in counting, and
the exponent for cumulative frequency per
unit volume probably is higher. In the two
strewn fields, around craters of from 13 to 15
meters in diameter, 10-cm to 1-meter blocks
were much more frequent than elsewhere.Less
than 15% of the surface is covered with particles larger than i mm in diameter. The surface retained a good imprint of footpad ridges
about 60 •m high. This observation(together
with laboratory simulations,the appearanceof
the disturbedlunar surface,mechanicalproperty measurements,and photometric observations of the footpad imprint and of the undisturbed surface) suggeststhat a substantial
fraction of the surface material consistsof par-

ticles smaller than 60 •m in diameter and an
appreciable fraction (• 10%) probably consists of particles smaller than 10 •m.
A preliminary search for color differences
(by color reconstitutionmethods) revealed no
determinable differencesin color among various
coarse blocks, the fine-grained matrix of the
surface, or fine-grainedmaterial disturbed by
the SMSS. All the materials

observed on the

from about 0.7 at the surface to 0.35 at depths

lunar surfaceare gray.
The estimatednormal luminancefactor (norgreater than 10 cm.
The SMSS experimentsindicated an increase mal albedo) of an undisturbedpart of the lunar
in the strength of the lunar soil with depth, surface next to footpad 2 of the Surveyor 3
an effect that became apparent at depths of spacecraftis 8.5 ñ 2%. The smoothwalls and
4 or 5 cm. At 5- to 10-cm depths, considerable bottom of the footpad imprints are different
difficulty was encounteredin deepeningthe photometrically from the undisturbed lunar
trencheswith the SMSS, although the deeper surface and from material ejected by the footmaterial was visually identical to the soil at pads. Observationsof the imprint of footpad
shallowerdepths. The soil mechanicalproper- 2 (next to the spacecraft) indicate that this
ties are not independentof one another or of smooth surface is more like a Lambertian sur-

density. Thus, it shouldbe observedthat an
increasein density of the soil with depth will
imply both an increasein the friction angle

face than

the

undisturbed

lunar

surface

is.

About 30% more light is emitted toward the
eastward-facingcamera from the smooth imof the soil and an increase in the cohesion reprint surface than from nearby undisturbed
sulting from a greater number of contactsbe- parts of the moon at phase angles of 40ø to
tween particles.The cohesionmay also differ 60ø in the lunar morning. In the lunar afterwith depth becauseof physicochemical
reasons. noon the imprint is not significantly brighter
Individual particles of undisturbed surface than the undisturbed surface. This indicates
material visible to the Surveyor 3 camera that the very small irregularities between the
rangedin sizefrom blocks4 meterslong down grains have been partly smoothedout or filled
to the limit of resolution.One to ten particles in by pressureof the smoothfootpad.
Other disturbancesof the lunar surface by
per square centimeter larger than I mm in
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Surveyor3 exposeddarker material at depths
of a few centimetersor less.The fine-grained
particulate debris of the lunar surfaceis probably 20 to 30% lower in albedo at depths of
only a fraction of a millimeter beneath the
optically observedundisturbedsurface. Coarse
particles protruding above the general level
of the surfacehave a higher albedo than the
fine-grained matrix of the surface.
EFFECTS OF VERNIER ENGINE

EXHAUST

The vernier engines continued to operate
throughout the first and secondlandings and
until shortly before the touchdownof the third
landing. This operation producedno noticeable
effect on the spacecraft,other than on the television camera mirror. Glare was produced on
part of the mirror when the sun, or large
amounts of reflected sunlight, illuminated it.
It is suspectedthat this part of the mirror was
contaminatedduring the landing by the deposition of lunar material, by pitting, or by the
depositionof exhaustgas. A lunar surfacefeature visible at the secondlanding site could
possibly have been causedby vernier engine
exhaust erosion.Good correspondence
between
the outer-face temperatures of electroniccompartments of Surveyor 3 and Surveyor I for
a given sun incidenceangleindicatesthat there
was no thermally significant layer of dust on
the faces.Pictures of the top of one compartment show a few specks of material but no
significant coverage. Thus, contamination of
the spacecraft induced by vernier enginesis
not expectedto be a major problem in future
missions.

NONSTATIC NATURE 017 LUNAR SURFACE

leads to a classificationin terms of increasing
roundness (or lack of angularity), which is
interpreted as a measureof the time of exposure to abrading influences.The blocks associated with the subdued(older) crater are significantly rounder than the rocks associated
with

the raised-rim
crater. The relation of
rocks to the lunar surface in their immediate

vicinity suggestsa chronologyin which freshly
produced rocks are perched on top of the surface and older rocks are more or less buried.
This correlates well with the roundness of the

rocks and the nature of the neighboringcraters. In addition, the fortunate landing of Surveyor 3 on a slope provided pictures showing
that this burying processproceedsfaster on
the uphill side of a rock than on the downhill
side.

The observation that disturbed lunar surface

material is generally darker than undisturbed
surfaceis evidencefor a different type of processthat occurson the moon. Coarsefragments
protrudingabovethe surface,as well as the one
excavatedrock, have a higher albedo,however,
than the fine-grained matrix of the surface.
Because the surface material is continually
being churnedup by meteorite impacts, some
process(confinedin actionto the surface) must
be continuallychangingthe photometricproperties of the exposedparticles.
RELATION OF PROPERTIESAT SURVEYOR1
AND SURVEYOR3 LANDING SITES

The Surveyor1 landingsite was a relatively
fiat smooth mare surface encircledby hills
and low mountains,whereas the Surveyor 3
landing site was in a subduedcrater greater
than 200 meters in diameter. Comparisonsof
the pictures obtained at these two different

Many of the observationsmade during the
Surveyor 3 missioncan be interpreted as ex- sites indicate that the smaller craters and the
hibiting lunar phenomenaat different stages fragmental debris are similar in distribution
of their life histories.The observations
provide of shapeand size. The majority of the craters
evidence of the nonstatic nature of the lunar
at both sites are inferred to be of impact
surface,even though the changesare occurring origin. One differencebetweenthe two sites is
over a longperiodof time.
in the deposition of the granular material
For example,one of the craters has a sharp around the more rounded rocks, which are
raised rim and is associatedwith rocksof large generallybelievedto be buried deeperin the
angularity perched on top of the local land- lunar surfacethan the more angularrocksare.
scape.It is interpretedto be youngin relation At the Surveyor1 site the contactline between
to another crater nearby that has a rounded the more rounded rocks and the surface is
rim and lessprominentdebris.Similarly, exam- about in the sameplane as the lunar surface,
ination of rocks in the vicinity of Surveyor 3 although a fillet of fine material can be ob-
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served.This indicatesthat processes
that gen-

long,is relativelysmall (within ñ20%) except

erally result in a smoothdepositionare at

for a few anomalies
relatedto surfacefeatures.

work. At the Surveyor 3 site, however,the

fillet of materialaroundsomeof the more
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roundedrockstendsto be higheron the uphill
end than on the downhill end, indicatinga
downhill movementof the fine material, as

Surveyor3 picturesof the eclipseof the sun
by the earth revealeda bright regionin the
refractionhalo surroundingthe earth, which

mentionedpreviously.

was correlated with the position of the sun,

Apparent soil similaritiesfor the top few
centimeters
at the SurveyorI and Surveyor3
landingsitesare:

and a seriesof bright beadsover regionsof
the earth largely clear of clouds.Cloudsusually occulted the refracted rays of the sun,

most of which passthroughthe low atmosphere
at the limb; the beads occurred in the derangefrom 2 X 105to 6 X 105dynes/cm'for
pressions
in the opticalsilhouetteof the earth.
a footpad penetrationof 2.5 to 5 cm. This
Preliminary reductionof the color of the rerangeis derivedfrom computersimulationof
fracted light showedthat the brightestregion,
shock absorber force histories and footpad
near the positionof the sun, exhibiteda correpenetrationsduring landing.
lated color temperaturecloseto 4800øK. The
2. Material disturbedby the footpadsconcolor temperaturegenerallywas lower for light
sistsof clumpsor clodsformed of particulate
that
followspaths of greater atmosphericabmaterial smaller than the resolution of the

1. Static bearing capability is within the

camera, a fine spray thrown a meter or more,
and smoothedareasthat retain the compressed
contact

area.

3. Noncompresseddisturbed material is
darker than the undisturbed surface.

sorption.

Preliminary analysisof Surveyor 3 pictures
of the partially illuminated earth revealed
colors similar to the colors recorded by the

Mercury and Gemini astronautsduring orbit.

4. The material has little compressibility.
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